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ABSTRACT
Generally, Compression-Then-Encryption (CTE) paradigm meets the requirements in many secure scompression and encryption needs to be reversed in some other situations. Practically, image encryption has to be conducted prior to image compression. For designing a pair of image encryption and compression algorithms such that compressing the encrypted images can still be efficiently performed, there is some problem. Most of the existing Encryption-Then-Compression (ETC) solutions induce significant penalty on the compression efficiency. High level of security is being provided in the proposed image encryption scheme operated in the prediction error domain. It is also observed that in terms of compression efficiency, the proposed compression approach applied to encrypted images is only slightly worse than the state-of-the-art lossless/lossy image coders, which take original, unencrypted images as inputs. In this paper, we design a highly efficient image ETC system, where both lossless and lossy compressions are considered. We also demonstrate that an arithmetic coding-based approach can be exploited to efficiently compress the encrypted images.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Ever since childhood, my interest was on cryptography. My favourite cipher from the Pen-and-Paper Era of Cryptography was the one-time pad because it was the only one that was proven to be theoretically unbreakable by information-theory guru Claude Shannon. Now that we’re in the Cyber Era, the sophistication of ciphers for text and data streams has moved far beyond anything Lord Playfair and Vigenère could dream of to encompass things like quantum cryptography and public-key systems. Because mainstream cryptography has moved far beyond the pig-pen code and the scytale, my interest have been increasingly drawn to the odd corners of the cryptographic world. One of my fringe cryptographic interests was in finding a way to encrypt images graphically in a way that could be done with any reasonably good graphics software by anybody who isn’t a professional cryptographer.

The tried-and-true method of adding encryption to a picture is through steganography, which is the art of creating hidden images. In the digital world, this is done by methods like least-significant bits in bitmap images or flashing subliminal messages in a video stream. Steganography is very useful for putting digital watermarks in an image; however, it isn't very secure from a cryptanalytical perspective. Once an eavesdropper suspects that there's a hidden message in an image, it's usually broken very easily.

If security of the image is paramount, then the usual method is to take the image file and encrypt that like any other data file. This has several drawbacks: first, if you're not well-educated in cryptography and computer programming, you have to run out and buy somebody else's encryption software. Then there's the very likely possibility that the software company or some government agency has a 'backdoor' method of reading files encrypted by the software. Finally, any cryptographic system that isn't based on a random, one-time key is theoretically breakable.

A graphics-based system for encrypting images has several advantages. For starters, you're not dependent upon a specific piece of encryption software, but can use just about any reasonably sophisticated graphics program. You directly control the making of cryptographic keys and the encryption process rather than have it happen 'under the hood'. This gives you reasonable assurance that no software company or government agency has a backdoor way of hacking into your encrypted images. Since my method is based on the graphics equivalent of a one-time key, it has the advantage of being unbreakable--at least in theory. And, finally, making your own encrypted images with graphics software is gosh-darned fun for those of us who are terminally geeky.

So, how does one go about encrypting an image anyways? My intuitive guess was that a key image the exact size of the plain image would be added as a layer in Photoshop, then some sort of filter would add the two images together into a final encrypted image. It seemed obvious that the key image would have to be made out of noise (resembling 'snow' on old analog TVs) as that seemed like the closest graphical analog to a one-time key. Also experimented with the different filters in my graphics program and finally decided that the Difference filter was the most useful because it was fully reversible. The test encryption is done by adding noise to a normal image to get the following:

As you can see, the results are less than perfect and it's quite easy to make out the original image in the noise. Being still not 100% sure why it didn't work as planned,
this failure spurred me on to find a better solution. First read up on Moni Naor and Adi Shamir’s clever method of visual cryptography using plastic transparencies. Then modified this method to work with my graphics software and later expanded it to work with RGB images instead of just black and white. Then removed a superfluous step or two—and pretty much ended up where it started, but with a slight twist. That slight twist was to reduce the number of colors in the key and plain images to a specific eight-color palette before adding the two images together. This was the theoretical breakthrough that made my method practically.

Nowadays, information security is becoming more important in data storage and transmission. Images are widely used in several processes. Therefore, the protection of image data from unauthorized access is important. Image encryption plays a significant role in the field of information hiding. Image hiding or encrypting methods and algorithms range from simple spatial domain methods to more complicated and reliable frequency domain ones. From the study of research paper and other my conclusion was that in there are no clarifications which type of images they are using to perform image encryption and decryption procedure. And also analyzed that there is no clarification about the configuration of machine and platform where all the experiment are calculating. Another thing which was measured by me was that the proposed transformation table have very complex structure and not easy to understand which is the cause of poor efficiency. From further study it is observed that Images are different from text. Although we may use the radialion crypto systems to encrypt images directly, it is not a good idea for two reasons. One is that the image size is almost always much greater than that of text. Therefore, the traditional crypto systems need much time to directly encrypt the image data. The other problem is that the decrypted text must be equal to the original text. However, this requirement is not necessary for image data. Due to the Characteristic of human perception, a decrypted image containing small distortion is usually acceptable.

2. OVERVIEW

2.1 PIXEL XOR TRANSPOSE TECHNIQUE

In this module the image should be encrypt and decrypt by using pixel XOR transpose technique. In this the sender will encrypt the image before sending it. The sender will take the data hide image and encrypt it by performing XOR operation and then followed by transpose operation. The output image from these pixels is the encrypted image. The receiver will do the reverse operation for decryption.

2.2 ADVANCED ENCRYPTION STANDARD (AES)

In this module the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Algorithm is used for encrypting the message by the sender. This data is converted into the binary format by the sender. The hidden binary data is retrieved by the receiver. The decryption process is done by the receiver using the same AES Algorithm.

2.3 ARITHMETIC CODING

After image encryption the sender will compress the sent image. The compression of image can be done by using arithmetic coding technique. The compressed image will be sent to the receiver. The receiver will retrieve the compressed image and decompress that image using arithmetic coding technique. By performing this technique we can improve efficiency of given system.
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**Fig.1 SYSTEM DESIGN**

3. EXISTING SYSTEM

In previous days the image is transferred through network in the form of plain format. Transferring image through network in the form of plain format will cause security problem. Security can be provided by transferring the image in the form of unknown format. By converting it into the unknown format encrypting the image is done by using any technique.

3.1 DISADVANTAGES

I) The transfer of data and image through network will cause a problem of security.
II) The problem of size by transferring the data and the image through network is also found. Also if the size increases then the efficiency of the network will decrease.

3.2 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

The identification of problem is to reduce the security of given data and image. Another issue is to increase efficiency of the existing system. So these are the problems to identify problem of existing system.

3.3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

Nowadays, information security is becoming more important in data storage and transmission. Images are widely used in several processes. Therefore, the protection of image data from unauthorized access is important. Image encryption plays a significant role in the field of information hiding. Image hiding or encrypting methods
and algorithms range from simple spatial domain methods to more complicated and reliable frequency domain ones. From the study of research paper and other it is concluded that in there are no clarifications that which type of images they are using to perform image encryption and decryption procedure. It is also analyzed that there is no clarification about the configuration of machine and platform where all the experiments are calculated. Another thing which is measured is that proposed transformation table have very complex structure and not easy to understand which is the cause of poor efficiency. From further study it is observed that Images are different from text. Although we may use the traditional cryptosystems to encrypt images directly, it is not a good idea for two reasons. One is that the image size is almost always much greater than that of text. Therefore, the traditional cryptosystems need much time to directly encrypt the image data. The other problem is that the decrypted text must be equal to the original text.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Now-a-days steganography places an important role for provide more security in the network. Because the steganography technique will give more security and those are efficient one. In this paper it is proposed that concepts of data hiding, image encryption and compression of image. So using those techniques the efficiency and security of given system can be improved. The following are the steps involved in the proposed system.

4.1 ENCRYPTION KEY GENERATION

The Encryption Key Generation is the basic step which is used for the encoding and decoding of the data. The following are the steps used for generating Encryption Key:

1. Sender and receiver agree to use a prime numbers \( p \) and \( g \).
2. Sender chooses a secret integer \( a \), then sends receiver the calculated public key \( A = (g^a) \mod p \).
3. Receive chooses a secret integer \( b \), then sends sender the calculated public key \( B = (g^b) \mod p \).
4. Sender computes \( e = (B^a) \mod p \).
5. Receiver computes \( e = (A^b) \mod p \).
6. Now the sender and the receiver contain same encryption key.

4.2 ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION OF MESSAGE

Before sending the message the sender will encrypt the message using Steganography technique. In this project the AES algorithm is used for message encryption and decryption purpose. After the generation of public key encryption of the message using this key is done. After encryption the original message is converted into a cipher text. This cipher text is converted back to the original text at the receiver side.

4.3 DATA HIDE INTO IMAGE

In this module the sender will hide data into sent image by using LSB technique. Before storing data into image, encryption is done by using AES algorithm. After encrypting the data the sender will get cipher text and convert into binary format. After converting into binary format the sent image is retrieved and the pixels of the image is displayed. In each pixel the LSB bit is replaced with the data. This process will continue complete data is hidden. After hiding the data into pixel the data hide image is obtained.

4.4 PIXEL XOR TRANPOSE TECHNIQUE

In this module the image should be encrypted and decrypted by using pixel XOR transposte technique. In this the sender will encrypt the image before sending it. The sender will take the data hide image and encrypt by using following procedure.

4.4.1 ENCRYPTION PROCESS

The encryption process is used to convert the image into the unknown format. This can be done using the following steps:

(i) The whole image is selected and named as I.
(ii) Then store all the pixel values of I in a two dimensional array named as P like every image have rows or column wise pixels.
(iii) Now, row wise XOR all the bits of pixel from top to bottom like firstly XOR first and second row and then store first row as XOR Result and second rows as it is. Then XOR second and third rows and store according to previous operation and then apply to all the rows.
(iv) A square grid of required size constructed by taking binary data from the XOR data.
(v) Now grid transposition applied by reading data diagonally and writing it down on row basis from left to right.
(vi) A new grid is generated after transposition.
(vii) The new grid is converted into ASCII sequence and written into Image file.

4.4.2 DECRYPTION PROCESS

The encrypted image is now decrypted by the receiver to obtain the original image. After decompression of image, the image can be converted into pixel and perform the decryption process.

(i) square grid of required size is constructed by taking binary data from the Image file.
(ii) Now grid transposition is applied by reading data row wise and writing it down diagonally from left to right.
(iii) A new grid is generated after transposition.
(iv) Now, row wise XOR of all the bits of pixel from top to bottom like firstly XOR first and second row and then store first row as XOR Result and second rows as it is. Then XOR second and third rows and store according to previous operation and then apply to all the row.

(v) Then store all the pixel values of I in a two dimensional array named as P and obtain the original image.

4.5 COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION IMAGE

After completion image encryption the sender will compress the sent image. The compression of image can be done by using arithmetic coding technique. The completion of image compression the sender will send to receiver. The receiver will retrieve the compressed image and decompress that image using arithmetic coding technique. By performing this technique we can improve efficiency of given system.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Fig. 2. DEFFIE HELLMAN KEY EXCHANGE

Fig. 2 is the page after sender login and here the public key is generated and sent to the receiver. The receiver’s public key is received. Using the receiver’s public key the encryption key is generated. The message is encrypted and converted to binary format.

Fig. 3 READ IMAGE

In Fig. 3 image is browsed and the R,G,B Values are obtained.

Fig 4. DATA HIDE

In Fig. 4 R,G,B Values, the binary values of the message are saved.
In Fig. 5 the PIXEL XOR is done and also the TRANSPOSE is done diagonally. This is the image encryption.

In Fig. 6 the image compression is done using Arithmetic Coding. This compressed data is sent to the receiver.

The receiver will receive the sender’s public key and using that the encryption key is generated. This key will be same as the sender’s encrypted key. Now the received compressed data is decompressed and decrypted by doing all the reverse process.

6. CONCLUSION

Within the proposed framework, the image encryption will be achieved. Highly efficient compression of the encrypted data has then been realized by a context-adaptive arithmetic coding approach. More notably, the coding efficiency of our proposed compression method on encrypted images is very close to that of the state-of-the-art lossless/lossy image codecs, which receive original, unencrypted images as inputs. The image obtained at the receiver end will be secure compared to previous methods like sending through plain format.
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